
EVERYTHING YOU NEED IN STOCK READY FOR DAILY DISPATCH.



INTRODUCTION

YOUR TOTAL HYGIENE SOLUTIONS FOR EDUCATION

The Symbio Education Range was introduced to provide high 
quality products with simple and easy to understand usage and 
dilution instructions. The Education Range has been specially 
formulated with safety in mind. While in their concentrated state 
the chemicals may be hazardous under workplace health and 
safety guidelines (GHS). However each product, where possible, 
has been designed to be non-hazardous at the point of use, when 
correctly diluted, ensuring your cleaners, staff and students are 
safe in their environment.

Our formulations have withstood the test of time with continual 
customer satisfaction. The unique bene�ts of this range are fast 
becoming a necessity to keep up with growing demands and 
increased hygiene requirements within the industry.

Every product selected has been purposefully trialed and proven 
to meet the hygiene needs of schools in Queensland by Symbio, 
Department of Education and some cleaners in your own 
schools. 

SYMBIO EDUCATION RANGE



ABOUT US

CONTACT US

COMPANY

Established in 1975, Symbio Australia’s name is associated with years of 
dedication to the manufacturing of high quality cleaning and hygiene systems. 
Product excellence and customer care is a high priority. Symbio strives to provide 
its customers with performance driven cleaning products and friendly ef�cient 
personal service. Innovative research and development has enabled Symbio to 
compete and grow in a highly competitive market, positioning the company as a 
respected manufacturer within the cleaning industry.

MISSION

At Symbio Australia it is our mission to:
Provide the latest in detergent technology and systems continue to positively 
support our environment through good manufacturing processes and the sourcing 
of ethically produced ingredients. Make a difference in our local community, 
providing both practical and technical support. Be the supplier of choice for our 
customer base. Provide the absolute best service to our customers, through 
product, sales and service support. Ensure a positive workplace for our staff, 
through �exibility, great morale and understanding family commitments.

SERVICES

As leaders in cleaning technology and systems, known for innovative and cutting 
edge design, Symbio Australia can offer tried and tested high grade formulations, 
and/or manufacture products to customer speci�cations. 

As a registered Quality Assured company, the management team are �rmly 
committed to supplying products of the highest quality to merit complete 
customer satisfaction and provide cutting edge product solutions. This 
commitment requires us to ensure that all products and services are distributed 
in accordance with our own code of practice and the highest of industry regulations 
whilst meeting our customer requirements to the best of our ability.

CALL US:
1300 479 624

EMAIL US:
qed@symbio.com.au

CHAT WITH US ONLINE
doe.symbio.com.au

LOCATION:
71 Stradbroke 
Street Heathwood 
QLD 4110

OFFICE HOURS
Monday–Thursday: 8am–4pm
Friday: 8am – 2pm
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ASTRA

MULTI PURPOSE CLEANER
Astra is a specially formulated neutral cleaner, designed for 
maintaining all types of hard surfaces, including polished 
�oors, benches, desks and other surfaces.

DILUTION DIRECTIONS:

   General Cleaning:      
   1:25    - 30mls in 750mls or 1 pump                          
   Heavy Duty Cleaning: 
   1:12.5 - 60mls in 750mls or 2 pumps

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

MULTI PURPOSE
1. Dilute Astra with water as per dilution directions. 
2. Apply an even layer of diluted solution to surface. 
3. Clean area with a cloth or micro�bre and allow to dry.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:

pH Level:      7.5 - 8.5 
Colour:         Red
Odour:          Sandalwood

PPE:

Always take care when handling any chemicals. 
Refer to the SDS for additional information.

Neutral pH
Fresh Outdoor Fragrance
Septic Safe

PRODUCT NAME SIZE CODE

Astra - 5 L

Scan the QR code
for more info + SDS

5 L

CODE

syeduastr-5 syeduastr-5

CLEANING CHEMICALS
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WATER

CHEMICAL

3. Fill with water to the bottom 
of the bottle neck.

1.Half �ll bottle with water.

2. Add 1 or 2 pumps of Astra as 
per the dilution directs above.



BULLSEYE

BIOLOGICAL DRAIN MAINTAINER
Bullseye is a combination of microorganisms that effectively 
combat bad odours from drains by replacing the bad bacteria 
with good bacteria. Can be used in all drain types: vertical, 
horizontal, traps and pits. Safe for all material varieties of 
plumbing lines and reaches where mechanical drain cleaners 
cannot. Safe for the environment and users alike.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:

pH Level:      6.0 - 8.0 
Colour:         Green
Odour:          Mint

Scan the QR code
for more info + SDS

Natural Ingredients
Long Lasting
Septic Safe

CLEANING CHEMICALS
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PRODUCT NAME SIZE

Bullseye - 5 L 5 L

CODE

syedubuey-5

DILUTION DIRECTIONS:

   Ready to use. Do not dilute.    

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

INITIAL DOSE & PROBLEM DRAINS
1. Pour down the drain a small amount of water.
2. Add 100 ml to the drain-source of the odour
problem.
3. Leave for a minimum of 2 hours, overnight is
always the best option.
4. Rinse with water and repeat for up to 3 days as
required.

MAINTENANCE
1.Pour down the drain a small amount of water
2. Add 50 ml to the drain-source of the odour
problem.
3. Leave for a minimum of 2 hours, overnight is
always the best option.
4. Rinse with water and repeat weekly for best
results.
Do not use any other cleaning chemicals within 2
hours of applying. Not suitable for unblocking 
clogged drains.

PPE:

Always take care when handling any chemicals. 
Refer to the SDS for additional information.



Scan the QR code
for more info + SDS

CONCEPT

NON RINSE SANITISER
Concept is a fragrance free quaternary ammonium compound
sanitiser (the active ingredient for sanitising), formulated to
provide excellent anti-bactericial properties, in any area where
hygiene is concerned. Ideal for use on any hard surface after
cleaning has been completed. Also suitable for food preparation 
areas as it will not contaminate when diluted as instructed.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

MULTI PURPOSE
1. Clean surfaces and equipment thoroughly with 
Astra and water and allow to dry. Ensure surfaces 
have been rinsed thoroughly and are free of 
detergent residue.
2. Dilute Concept with water as per dilution 
directions.
3. Apply diluted solution to the area to be sanitised.
4. Allow to air dry. No rinsing is required.
5. Sanitiser solution should be replaced every 24 
hours or if contaminated.

Safe on All Surface
Fragrance Free
Suitable in Food Area
Septic Safe
*When diluted and used in accordance 
with the manufactures instructions. 

CLEANING CHEMICALS
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WATER

CHEMICAL

3. Fill with water to the bottom 
of the bottle neck.

1.Half �ll bottle with water.

2. Add 2 pumps of Concept.

PRODUCT NAME SIZE

Concept - 5 L 5 L

CODE

syeduconc-5

DILUTION DIRECTIONS:
                        
   Sanitising: 
   1:12.5 - 60mls in 750ml or 2 pumps
   800ppm available Quat

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:

pH Level:      6.5-7.5
Colour:         Clear
Odour:          Nil

PPE:

Always take care when handling any chemicals. 
Refer to the SDS for additional information.



EASY CREME

ABRASIVE HARD SURFACE CLEANER
Easy Creme is a mild abrasive cleaner containing a high quality

detergent. It is specially formulated to rapidly penetrate and

remove dif�cult stains such as soap scum, body fats and oils

and mild rust stains. May be used on a variety of surfaces such

as stainless steel, porcelain, ceramic and laminated surfaces

without scratching. It's a high performance, ready to use,

thickened, hard surface power cleaner.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:

pH Level:      8.5 - 9.0
Colour:         Off white
Odour:          Fragrant

Scan the QR code
for more info + SDS

Non Scratch Formula
Citrus Fragrance
Septic Safe

CLEANING CHEMICALS
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PRODUCT NAME SIZE

Easy Cream - 750mL 750mL

CODE

syedueacr-750

DILUTION DIRECTIONS:

   Ready to use. Do not dilute.    

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

1. Apply directly  to soiled surface or squeeze onto a 
cloth, sponge or non-scratch scourer. 
2. Gently rub/agitate the surface. 
3. Rinse off and wipe clean with a damp cloth. 
4. Dry surface with an absorbent cloth. If unsure of 
the suitability of Easy Crème  to the surface to be 
cleaned, pre-test in an inconspicuous area �rst.

PPE:

Always take care when handling any chemicals. 
Refer to the SDS for additional information.



EXPEL

Expel is a non-hazardous professional graf�ti remover, formulated 

with unique activating agents for the quick and easy removal of 

graf�ti and chewing gum. It's a brilliant blend of powerful, low 

odour, non-toxic solvents making it easy to use. Can be used on any 

hard surface, including painted or metallic.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:

pH Level:       
Colour:         Colourless to pale yellow
Odour:          Characteristic

Scan the QR code
for more info + SDS

Safe on All Surface
Non Toxic
Solvent Free
Septic Safe

CLEANING CHEMICALS
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PRODUCT NAME SIZE

Expel - 1 L 1 L

CODE

syeduexpe-1

DILUTION DIRECTIONS:

   Ready to use. Do not dilute.    

GRAFFITI REMOVAL

INITIAL DOSE & PROBLEM DRAINS
1. Apply by swabbing onto the surface using a clean 
brush or cloth and leave for 60 seconds.
2. Scrub well using a stiff brush or abrasive pad.
3. Rinse well with water and wipe over with 
a clean cloth.

CHEWING GUM REMOVAL
1. Apply a small amount directly to the gum and 
leave for 5 minutes.
2. Remove gum by using a suitable scraper.

GRAFFITI & CHEWING GUM 
ELIMINATOR

PPE:

Always take care when handling any chemicals. 
Refer to the SDS for additional information.



PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:

pH Level:      12.0 - 13.5
Colour:         Red
Odour:          Woody

Safe on All Surface
Fragrance Free
Suitable in Food Area
Septic Safe
*When diluted and used in accordance 
with the manufactures instructions. 

EXTRACTOR

CARPET EXTRACTION
DETERGENT & SPOTTER

Extractor is a carpet cleaning detergent formulated to be tough 

on stains and gentle on �bres. Suitable for spot cleaning and 

pre-spraying.

CLEANING CHEMICALS
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PPE:

Always take care when handling any chemicals. 
Refer to the SDS for additional information.

DILUTION DIRECTIONS:

   Spot Cleaning:      
   Ready to use. Do not dilute.                       

WATER

CHEMICAL

3. Fill with water to the bottom 
of the bottle neck.

1.Half �ll bottle with water.

2. Add 1 pump of Extractor as per 
the dilution directs above.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

SPOT CLEANING
1. Apply a small amount on soiled area.
2. Pat dry with paper towel or cloth.

Scan the QR code
for more info + SDS

PRODUCT NAME SIZE

Astra - 5 L 5 L

CODE

syeduastr-5



PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:

pH Level:      0.5 - 1.5
Colour:         Green
Odour:          Citrus

Organic Base Ingredients
Citrus Fragrance
Septic Safe

HERCULES

ORGANIC ACID MULTI
PURPOSE CLEANER

Hercules is an organic acid based formulation for maintaining 
clean and hygienic conditions in a range of areas including all 
bathroom areas, kitchens and outdoor areas. The perfect 
solution for removal of water scale and grime build up. Best of all 
it leaves a fresh clean fragrance.

CLEANING CHEMICALS
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PPE:

Always take care when handling any chemicals. 
Refer to the SDS for additional information.

WATER

CHEMICAL

3. Fill with water to the bottom 
of the bottle neck.

1.Half �ll bottle with water.

2. Add 3 pumps of Hercules as per 
the dilution directs above.

DILUTION DIRECTIONS:

   General Cleaning:
   1:8 - 90mls in 750mls or 3 pumps                      
 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

BATHROOMS, TOILET BOWLS & URINALS
1. Apply an even layer using a squeeze bottle.
2. Allow 2-5 minutes contact time before you brush/scour.
3. Agitate the surface with a scourer or brush.
4. Rinse off when the desired result is achieved.

HAND SCRUBBING
1. Apply Hercules directly onto a cloth or the surface.
2. Leave on surface for 60 seconds.
3. Agitate the surface with a scourer or brush.
4. Rinse well with clean water.

Scan the QR code
for more info + SDS

PRODUCT NAME SIZE

Hercules - 5 L 5 L

CODE

syeduherc-5



BLEACHING AGENT &
DISINFECTANT

Lo Chlor can be used for cleaning, whitening, removing stains, 
disinfecting, mould removal and deodorising in the laundry, 
bathroom, toilets and kitchens.

Scan the QR code
for more info + SDS

PPE:

Always take care when handling any chemicals. 
Refer to the SDS for additional information.

LO CHLOR

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

GENERAL DISINFECTING
1. Apply Lo Chlor directly onto the pre-cleaned surface.
2. Wipe surface with a clean cloth and allow
at least 10 minutes for the Lo Chlor to activate.
3. Rinse well with clean water; ensure no residue is left 
behind.
MOULD REMOVAL
1. Apply evenly when the area is dry for the best result.
2. Heavily affected areas may require some agitation
3. Rinse area to remove any surface dirt and grime then 
apply a second coat if required.
4. Rinse off when desired result is achieved.

Natural Disinfectant
Kills Mould
Bleaches and Whitens
Septic Safe
*When diluted and used in accordance 
with the manufactures instructions. 

CLEANING CHEMICALS
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WATER

CHEMICAL

3. Fill with water to the bottom 
of the bottle neck.

1.Half �ll bottle with water.

2. Add 1 or 12.5 pumps of Lo Chlor 
as per the dilution directs above.

PRODUCT NAME SIZE

Lo Chlor - 5 L 5 L

CODE

syeduloch-5

DILUTION DIRECTIONS:
                        
   General disinfecting:
   1:25 - 30mls in 750mls or 1 pump
    Mould Removal:
   1:1 - 375mls in 750ml or 12.5 pumps  

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:

pH Level:      10.5 - 11.5
Colour:         Clear
Odour:          Bland Chemical



Scan the QR code
for more info + SDS

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:

pH Level:      8.0 - 9.0
Colour:         Blue
Odour:          Septic Safe

Suitable In All Machines
Fresh Fragrance
Septic Safe

PPE:

Always take care when handling any chemicals. 
Refer to the SDS for additional information.

TWILIGHT

CLEANING CHEMICALS
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PREMIUM LAUNDRY LIQUID
Twilight is a high-quality laundry detergent for use on all fabrics 

(including micro�bre). Works well in both hot and cold water. 

Fragranced to leave a lasting freshness.

DILUTION DIRECTIONS

   Top Load:      
   Use 60ml or 2 pumps per load.                      
   Front Load:
   Use 30ml or 1 pump per load.

   Stain Removal:      
   Ready to use. Do not dilute.                   
   Soaking:
   60ml or 2 pumps per 10 litres of water.

PRODUCT NAME SIZE

Twilight - 5 L 5 L

CODE

syedutwil-5

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

TOP & FRONT LOAD MACHINES
Add Twilight to machine as per manufacturers 
instructions.

STAIN REMOVAL
Pour a small amount onto the stained area and rub 
in well, then wash.

SOAKING
Add Twilight to water and soak linen for up to 12 
hours.
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CHEMICAL ACCESSORIES

DISPENSING BOTTLES

750ML CONCEPT SCREEN PRINTED BOTTLE

CODE: BT00750CONC-SP

Recommended cap: Trigger Spray (SKU: CP52W)

28mm screw thread.
Heavy Duty waterproof and chemical resistant label.
Includes �rst aid instructions and safety precautions.
Graduation �ll marks.
Bottle and label only. Lids and triggers not included, sold separately.

750ML HERCULES SCREEN PRINTED BOTTLE

CODE: BT00750HERC-SP

Recommended cap: Cap–Push/Pull (SKU: CP13)

28mm screw thread.
Heavy Duty waterproof and chemical resistant label.
Includes �rst aid instructions and safety precautions.
Graduation �ll marks.
Bottle and label only. Lids and triggers not included, sold separately.

750ML SCREEN PRINTED BOTTLES   Recommended cap: Cap – Disk (SKU: CP04C)

28mm screw thread.
Heavy Duty waterproof and chemical resistant label.
Includes �rst aid instructions and safety precautions.

Graduation �ll marks.
Bottle and label only. Lids and triggers not included, 
sold separately.

BT00750ASTR-SP
ASTRA

BT00750BUEY-SP
BULLSEYE 

BT00750EXTR-SP
EXTRACTOR 

BT00750LOCH-SP
LO CHLOR 

BT00750TWIL-SP
TWILIGHT
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CHEMICAL ACCESSORIES

CAPS AND TRIGGERS

PUMPS AND TAPS

CAP - PUSH AND PULL
CODE: CP13

White squirt cap.
Great for Hercules.
28mm screw thread.
Empty bottles are not included and sold separately.

TRIGGER SPRAY
CODE: CP52W

1.1cc Output.
Closable twist nozzle system allows adjustable spray or jet function.
Sealed vent system reduces the possibility of spillage.
22.5cm long pick-up tube.
Closure thread size: 28mm.
Great to use with concept.

PUMP FOR 5L BOTTLE - 30ML
CODE: PUMP-30ML-5

For liquids only (Not suitable for solvents).
38mm screw thread.
30mL dosage.
Suits 5L drums and containers with 38mm thread.

TAP IN CAP
CODE: TACA-02

Suits 5L plastic drums and containers with a 38mm screw thread.
Always store bottles �tted with a cap tap in an upright position to 
avoid leaks.
Made from polypropylene.

CAP-28MM DISK CLEAR
CODE: CP16

28mm screw thread
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BROOMS, BRUSHES, DUSTPANS

BROOM HEAD Platform 400mm Medium Fill

CODE: ED10110

Premium medium stiff bristles for particle pick-up.
Ideal for indoor and outdoor use to shift medium particles and litter.

COBWEB BRUSH Soft with Telescopic Handle

CODE: ED10395

For removing cobwebs from ceilings and high up hard to reach areas.
Used inside and outside.
Comes with a 1.6m telescopic extension handle and can be �tted to
the extension pole range - ed41115, ed41100, ed41141
Dimensions: W190 x D190 x H1000mm (1600mm extended)

DECK SCRUB with Handle

CODE: ED18970

Heavy duty bristle clusters scrub through the toughest grime.
Use on decks, concrete and any outdoor hard surfaces
Great for boat decks.
Fitted with a strong 1.35m handle with soft grip.
Dimensions: W260 x D85 x H1470mm

DELUXE LOBBY PAN with Pistol Grip

CODE: ED19061

Industrial grade pan.
Designed for constant use in harsh environments.
Ergonomic handle for comfort.
Single clip broom holder.
Dimensions: W300 x D275 x H820mm.
Lobby pan broom sold separately - ed19065

DUST PAN & BRUSH SET
CODE: ED19124

Constructed of �exible material.
Added surface contour strip for grit pick-up.
Premium �agged �ll for dust and particle pick-up.
Suitable for all commercial and domestic applications.
HACCP Approved.
Pan Dimensions: W220 x D110mm
Brush Dimensions: W40 x D70 x H55mm bristle length

CHEMICAL CONSUMABLES
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BROOMS, BRUSHES, DUSTPANS

ERGO TOILET BRUSH SET
CODE: O164791

Extra long handle (800mm total brush length).
Angled bristles get deep under the toilet rim.
Stiff bristles for a thorough clean.

HEAVY DUTY GRIPPER
CODE: ED19155

Pistol grip operation for comfort.
Soft cups for added pick-up ability.
Heavy duty construction.
Dimensions: L800mm

HEAVY DUTY LOBBY PAN BROOM with Handle

CODE: ED19065

Medium stiff bristles trap particles and litter.
Works with all Edco lobby pans - ed19061
Dimensions: W170 x H700mm

MILLET BROOM 7 Tie

CODE: ED10190

Premium natural millet �bres captures dirt and grit.
Ideal for outdoor hard surfaces.
Comes with a premium 25mm powder coated handle.
Dimensions: 7 ties, 1.2m Handle.

TOILET BRUSH TIDY SET
CODE: ED10205

Stiff, durable bristles to remove stains.
Head shaped to get into the bottom of the bowl.
Open face holder for easy removal and cleaning.
Dimensions: Brush W50 x D40 x H400mm

CHEMICAL CONSUMABLES
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BUCKETS

METAL WRINGER

CODE:
BLUE

ED28560 CODE:
RED

ED28550 CODE:
YELLOW

ED28570

With an all new registered design, the Edco 15 Litre Metal wringer 
bucket has been developed with the daily cleaner’s needs in mind.
Buckets can be stacked to minimise storage in cleaner’s 
storage rooms.
Twin foot pedal for left and right handed users.
Enhanced pouring spout offers better control when emptying the 
bucket.
Roller Lock Design stops the bucket from jolting forward when 
emptying the bucket.
Hand grip at the back of the bucket aids pouring and won’t get 
scuffed on the �oor, leaving no sharp edges as the bucket ages.
Dimensions: L450 x W310 x H370mm 

ALL PURPOSE BUCKET
CODE: ED28020

Ideal general purpose bucket for window cleaning and 
general cleaning.
Dimensions: W455 x D240 x H190mm
Capacity: 11L

DURA CLEAN SUPER BUCKET Blue

CODE: O165034

Industrial strength bucket.
Easy grip handle with pouring lip and base grip.
12 Litre

HANDY CADDY
CODE: ED28750

Ideal carry-all for small tools, spray bottles and cloths.
Robust moulding and design.
Fits onto most carts to make it an integrated product.
Dimensions: W280 x D400 x H120mm

CHEMICAL CONSUMABLES
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HANDLES

ALUMINUM HANDLE  1.5m X 25mm 

CODE:
BLUE

ED11293 CODE:
RED

ED11291 CODE:
YELLOW

ED11292

A general purpose commercial grade handle.
Ergonomic swivel grips & nylon Enduro tips.
Dimensions: W25 x D25 x H1500mm

DUOP ALUMINUM FIXED HANDLE - 65cm
CODE: ED33020

Simply click the �xed handle onto the quickball system on any size 
Duop Cleaning Head to increase your cleaning reach.

EDCO UNIVERSAL HOLDER  
CODE: ED11800

Alloy rail with 4 position adjustable holders.
Features 4 small plastic hooks for hanging smaller items such as 
dusters and cloths.
Easy push clip in/pull clip out rubber holders.
Suits handles ranging in size from 18mm to 28mm in diameter.
Dimensions: H51x L586 x D70mm

ENDURO MOP HANDLE  1.4m
CODE: D27205

Fits 27200 Enduro Aluminium �at mop frame.
Compact storage – �ts 11800 Universal holder for wall mounted 
storage.
Dimensions: L1400 x Ø29mm (Ø59mm at the handle collar).

EXTENSION END TIP
CODE: ED41141

A general purpose commercial grade Extension.

CHEMICAL CONSUMABLES
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HANDLES

EXTENSION POLE 12ft/3.66m
CODE: ED41115

Enduro Tech design and built to last.
Uses nylon �ttings and tips.
Easy glide and slide length adjustment.

EXTENSION POLE 4ft/1.22m
CODE: ED41100

Enduro Tech design and built to last.
Uses nylon �ttings and tips.
Easy glide and slide length adjustment.

SCOURER HANDLE
CODE: ED11293A

A general purpose commercial grade handle
Ergonomic swivel grips & nylon Enduro tips
Dimensions: W25 x D25 x H1500mm
For the use of Scourer Pad Holder with Swivel (SKU: ED18117)

CHEMICAL CONSUMABLES
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MOPS, DUST MOPS & DUSTERS

DUOP CLEANING HEADS
CODE: ED33011

24 x 11cm
Ergonomic quickball system.
Fits Duop 65cm extension handle – 33020
Fits Duop telescopic handle – 33021
For better coverage of �oors, larger windows, ceilings and vehicles.
Mop Pad & Handle are sold separately

DUOP MICROFIBRE SCOURING PADS
CODE: ED33034

A professional grade micro�bre pad for collecting dust, dirt, 
allergens and bacteria.
Duop Scouring pads can be used wet or dry and are machine 
washable and reusable – up to 500 times.
Duop Scouring Pads combine micro�bre with polypropylene abrasive 
strips to help remove stubborn dirt and stains.
Medium 26 x 15cm

DUST CONTROL MOP  With Handle
CODE: ED32022

Superior mod-acrylic fringe for particle pick-up and hold.
Strong metal frame with EDCO tech swivel �tting.
91cm powder coated handle.

DUST WAND  With Extension Handle
CODE: ED10010

1.2m extension handle lets you get up high and down low.
Flexible wand lets you get into the tight spots.
Ideal for narrow and hard to reach areas.
Double sided micro�bre sleeve traps and holds dust and can be 
easily washed and replaced.
Dimensions: W70 x D30 x H680-1430mm

ENDURO MOP

Superior selected yarns combine to give high absorbency cleaning 
performance.
Highly durable yarn for frequent use and long life.
Suitable for all heavy duty mopping jobs.
Weight: 400g

CODE:
BLUE

ED27000 CODE:
RED

ED27001 CODE:
YELLOW

ED27002

CHEMICAL CONSUMABLES
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MOPS, DUST MOPS & DUSTERS

MOP FRAME
CODE: ED27200

Lightweight aluminium frame.
Hook & loop backing strips for easy pad changes.
Swivel mechanism for ease of cleaning.
Locking tab on swivel head for enhanced cleaning on vertical
surfaces and ceilings.
Fits 27205 Enduro Mop Handle
Dimensions: L80 x W400 x H162mm

ENDURO MICROFIBRE 40cm

Colour coded micro�bre �at mop re�ll.
Fits 27200 Enduro aluminium �at mop frame – hook & loop style for
easy pad change.
Machine washable.
Dimensions: W460 x L140mm

ULTIMATE DUO PAD

CODE:
BLUE

O165677 CODE:
RED

O165679

ULTIMATE V.M.P. Technology (Velvet Micro�bre Polyester) – Resistant
to wear and chemicals.
Fits 27200 Enduro aluminium �at mop frame – hook & loop style for
easy pad change.
Easier to use on safety �oors.
Reusable, up to 600 washes.
Polyester �bre on the front removes dirt from the surface.
Micro�bre holds dirt and absorbs.
For damp and dry mopping.

CODE:
BLUE

ED27215 CODE:
RED

ED27216

CHEMICAL CONSUMABLES
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PPE & SAFETY

BIO-HAZARD SPILL KIT POUCH
CODE: SSZTSSBHS

500ml Biohazard Absorbent Powder Sachet
Protective Apron
Disposable Gloves
Hygienic Skin Wipe
Clinical Waste Bag
Scoop & Scraper

EARPLUGS
CODE: BEP5212

Class 5
Disposable uncorded foam earplugs 200 Pairs per carton.

P2 RESPIRATOR MASK with Valve 12pk

CODE: BNR22524

Latex free dual straps.
Valve to assist breathing by expelling hot air.
AS/NZS 1716:2012 certi�ed.
Lightweight and comfortable �t.

RUBBER GLOVE Silver Lined (S,M.L)

HACCP Food Zone Primary Certi�ed – suitable for use in the food
zone and short term direct contact with food.
Made using natural latex.
Hard wearing.
Anti-slip �ngertips for better grip.
Silver lined for easy on and off.

CODE:
SMALL

ED27000S CODE:
MEDIUM

ED61000M CODE:
LARGE

ED61000L

VINYL GLOVE Powder Free (S,M.L,XL)

Examination gloves – Regular Duty.
Ambidextrous
Comfortable beaded cuff providing extra strength and preventing
liquid roll off.
DOP & EHP free.
Latex free.
Optional Lightly Powdered �nish for ease of donning.
Blue Vinyl gloves provide easy identi�cation in food production.
Technical data sheets available.

CODE:
SMALL

BNG3882 CODE:
MEDIUM

BNG3883 CODE:
LARGE

BNG3884 CODE:
XL

BNG3885

CHEMICAL CONSUMABLES
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CHEMICAL CONSUMABLES

PPE & SAFETY

P2 RESPIRATOR MASK 20pk

CODE: BNR22523

Latex free dual straps
AS/NZS 1716:2012 certi�ed
Lightweight and comfortable �t
Adjustable nose bar

PROCHOICE VIPER EMVIP EARMUFFS
CODE: JOC526675

Class 5, SLC8026dB.
Hearing protection for noise levels to 110dB(A).
Solid, lightweight ear cup construction. High quality ear cushions.
Inner foam and headband cushions provides comfort during 
extended wear.
Low clamping force applies minimum pressure while maintaining a 
tight, snug seal.
Three position headband (over the head, behind the head and under 
the chin) allows the earmuffs to be worn comfortably with other 
safety gear such as hard hats, respirators, safety glasses and 
visors.

SAFETY GLASSES Clear Lens

CODE: JOC526675

Polycarbonate lens with anti-scratch hardcoat surface.
Medium Impact rated.
UV 400 rated for 100% UV protection.
Australian Standard – AS/NZS 1337.1:2010 Lic. No: SMK1502.

SDS STORAGE BOX
CODE: XE-SDS-SB

WARNING SIGN
CODE: ED19093

Quality A-frame sign.
Use with all cleaning duties where �oors may be damp.
Dimensions: W300 x H620mm
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CHEMICAL CONSUMABLES

SQUEEGEES, WINDOWS & SCRAPERS

DUOP GLASS CLEANING PADS
CODE: ED33037

A professional grade micro�bre pad for collecting dust, dirt, 
allergens and bacteria. Duop Glass Cleaning pads can be used wet 
or dry and are machine washable and reusable – up to 100 times.
Duop Glass Cleaning pads are manufactured using a low pile 
micro�bre so as to minimise streaking when cleaning glass and 
other smooth, hard surfaces.
Ideal for cleaning and polishing of windows, mirrors and other 
smooth surfaces.
Medium 26 x 15cm
Mop Head & Handle are sold separately

FLOOR SQUEEGEE Neoprene 450mm

CODE: ED41252

Flexible double sided neoprene blade adjusts to the 
contour of the �oor.
Suitable for smooth to semi-smooth surfaces.
Promotes quick drying of �oors.

SCRAPER PLASTIC with Blade

CODE: ED41000

Replaceable double sided blade.
Safety cover for protection.
Fits Edco professional and economy poles.
Dimensions: W95 x D35 x H160mm

REPLACEMENT BLADES 10pk

CODE: ED41010

Quality steel manufacturing.
Super sharp and double sided.
10 blades per pack.
Dimensions: W95mm

WINDOW CHANNEL  with Plugs and Handle

CODE: ED1277A

Cobra channels feature unique plastic end plugs that safeguard the 
window frame and glass against damage.
40 degree angled ends.
Channels feature 4 depth adjustments to get perfect rubber �ex and 
use after trimming.
Can be used clipless as one end has a built-in friction bump to retain 
the rubber blade.
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CHEMICAL CONSUMABLES

SQUEEGEES, WINDOWS & SCRAPERS

WINDOW RUBBER
CODE: ED1497

Formulated from the highest quality compounds available.
Gives the best possible �nish when used in Sorbo channels 
combined with Sorbo glide.
Natural rubber.

WINDOW SWIVEL T-BAR 350mm

CODE: ED1961

Light weight and durable.
Fits most pro poles in the market.
Easy switch from swivel to �xed.
Large range of sizes.

WINDOW T-BAR GLOVE
CODE: ED3009

Full length Velcro closure.
Internal T-bar Velcro loops to prevent rotation.
Can be used with custom offset handled T-bars.
Full length closure prevents water from �lling up the sleeve.
Wash before use, don’t use fabric softener.
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WIPES & SCOURERS

INDUSTRIAL HEAVY DUTY SCOURER
CODE: ED18120

Aggressive commercial grade scourer for removing heavy duty 
grime.
Suitable for commercial kitchens and industrial work.
Large size for those big jobs.
Dimensions: W230 x D150 x H10mm

MERRI MAGIC HANDY 1pk

CODE: ED58051

Erases dirt and grime with just water.
Ideal for spot cleaning in all areas.
Can be cut into smaller blocks if needed.
Ideal for removing marks from walls, doors and carpets.
Dimensions: W110x D70 x H40mm

MERRIWIPE HEAVY DUTY WIPES 20pk 

HACCP Food Zone Primary Certi�ed – suitable for use in the food 
zone and short term direct contact with food.
Picks up �uid and grim particles.
Super absorbent.
Easy rinse to clean.
Extra large sheet size for those big jobs.
Dimensions W450 x D600mm

CODE:
BLUE

ED19704 CODE:
RED

ED19701

SCOURER SPONGE  Premium & Heavy Duty

CODE: ED18340

Aggressive commercial grade scourer for removing heavy duty 
grime.
Suitable for commercial kitchens and industrial work.
Highly absorbent sponge to soak up �uids HACCP Approved.
Dimensions: W150 x D100 x H30mm

SCOURER Red

CODE: ED18132

Power Pad
Suitable Holder ed18117
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SQUEEGEES, WINDOWS & SCRAPERS

SCOURER PAD HOLDER with Swivel

CODE: ED18117

Allows you to use Power Pads with a broom handle or extension pole.
Fits 25mm handles.
Dimensions: W238 x D95mm
Suitable handle ED11293A

SPRAY BUFF RED
CODE: EDTK400RED

Mildly aggressive for daily cleaning and spray buf�ng.
Can also be used for dry buf�ng and polishing or very light scrubbing.
Removes light scuff marks and dirt while producing a high gloss shine.
Recommended for use on machines up to 1000RPM. 

TUF MICROFIBRE CLOTH

Contractor grade micro�bre cloth.
Use wet or dry with or without chemicals.
Dimensions: W360 x D360mm

CODE:
BLUE

ED58015 CODE:
RED

ED58016




